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Pope’s ‘Unity’ Push in High Gear
The new Jesuit pope is moving rapidly into the vacuum of world politics. As postChristian America gives up its leadership to the “community of nations,” a vacuum is
left that Satan’s end-time leaders are quick to fill.
During Pope Francis’ visit to the
Middle East, he invited Palestinian
President Mahmoud Abbas and Israeli
President Shimon Peres for a “prayer
meeting” in the Vatican. They agreed
to a date of June 8. To round out
the meeting, the Orthodox “Pope,”
Bartholomew I, was also invited.
Focus of the event was prayer for
peace; that confrontation in war must
be replaced with negotiations and
dialog; that all must come together as
brothers under the same “father-god.”
Pope Francis I watches Israeli
When they came together, each had President Shimon Peres and Palestinian
prepared his own “prayer speech” to President Mahmoud Abbas greet each
See Pope’s Unity... page 8 other during Vatican “prayer meeting.”

New Church In Dominican
Republic After Saturation with
Chick Tracts
Shortly after they committed their lives
to the Lord in 2006, Orlando and Austria
Sanchez decided they were not saved to
just sit in a congregation. They began by
buying Bibles for their friends and relatives.
Soon they expanded to handing out
Bibles, New Testaments and Chick tracts
on the streets and subways of New York
City where they lived.
When an opening came up to expand
their distribution of the gospel to the
Dominican Republic, they began visiting there, taking, also, clothing and other
items needed by the deeply impoverished
people.
See New Church... page 6
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If ‘Evangelism’ is Dying,
What Shall We DO?
“Evangelism is dying in many churches changing points of
today,” writes Thom Rainer in Outreach view of the unbelievmagazine. He estimates that there is “… ers. Now, the sermons
only one person being reached with the that he prepares are
Gospel for every 40 to 60 church members.” much better targeted
On another front, one of the main topics to training his church
at the Southern Baptist delegate’s conven- members as well as
tion this year is the rate of declining bap- reaching the unbe#1251 - $12.99
tisms in so many of their churches.
lievers who come to
223 pages
Baptisms are a good indicator of church his church. Once a
paperback
health since they represent conversions, not pastor begins to set the
just “sheep shuffling,” as Rainer calls it. example, he will automatically inspire his
Numerical growth can be deceiving. True church members to do the same.
growth for the Kingdom of God must come
One of the primary mechanisms being
from conversion of unbelievers rather than used by missionaries in foreign, pagan
“transfer growth” from other congregations. cultures is community saturation with
Only a steady flow of changed lives can no-nonsense, gospel literature. New
build a biblical congregation.
churches are being birthed in
Rainer calls for repentance.
the Philippines, Dominican
“Pastors and other leaders
Republic, Ukraine, Mexico,
IT’S ALL
must fall on their faces before
and various African nations
ABOUT YOU!
God and ask Him to reignite
using this method.
their congregations with an
As America becomes
evangelistic passion. When
more pagan, neighborhoods
evangelism dies as a priority in the church, more turbulent, and people more confused,
the church has already begun to die.”
perhaps it is time to try a similar method
To begin with, soul winning “passion” here. One church that does consistent “door
must come from the leadership. Pastors and knocking,” is studying a strategy of using
other leaders must get out of the church one tract to introduce a subject that is on
“building” into interaction with unbeliev- everyone’s mind, then following up with
ers. One pastor describes how he now another topic that builds on the last one.
studies for his sermons at a local coffee
Tract titles that they are considering is
house instead of the church office. This Global Warming, It’s All About You, and
puts him in contact with a steady flow of Just One More. Of course, the all-time
patrons and staff, often leading to witness- favorite, This Was Your Life would need to
ing opportunities with be included in the mix.
the regulars. Many are
Any church that saturated their neighborsurprised when they hood with those titles could be assured of
discover who he is and two things: the few people who have “ears
what he is doing.
to hear” might be touched enough to come
They are more sur- to the church to learn more, and the rest
prised that he is willing would have made a conscious decision to
to stop and discuss reject the gospel and will answer for that
spiritual things with choice at the Great White Throne judgment.
them. Besides helping
Because of the engaging stories in the
some come to a com- tracts, the church could be confident that
#215 - $6.99
mitment to Christ, he
165 pages
paperback
See Evangelism... page 12
has learned the rapidly
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You never know which
seed will sprout
“I was convicted
reading it but I
couldn’t get rid of it.
Got saved less than
1 year later.” (B.W.)

Jesus taught us to spread the good seed of the Gospel
into the field of the world. But we don’t know which
seeds will sprout. So we sow, and we hope. Some water,
and yet others reap.
Chick Publications still gets letters, emails and phone
calls from grateful people who found the Lord because
someone was faithful to sow.
So let’s remain faithful, and creative. There are so many
ways to share a tract. And if it’s a Chick tract, you know
it’s going to get read.
Where will you sow today?
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Somewhere, Every Three Hours a
Christian Dies for His Faith
Every three hours, on average, a Christian
is martyred somewhere in the world. That
is the estimate of Open Doors International.
In the past few months, Nigeria has
topped the list with most violence against
Christians on Open Doors’ World Watch
Top 10 Violence List. Fortunately, western
media and governments are beginning to
take notice.
When Muslim Boko Haram kidnapped
nearly 300 girls from a Christian school in
Nigeria, there was a whiff of outrage from
the West. The Nigerian government claims
to have found their location but feared to try
to rescue them lest they be killed by their
captors.
In the last year, World Watch has
recorded 3,641 properties destroyed and
over 13,000 incidents of violence against
Christians such as beatings, abductions,
rapes and forced marriages.
World Watch leaders admit that theirs
is a “minimum” count. Obtaining accurate
numbers is understandably difficult. They
declined to list North Korea in the “Top 10
Most Violent” index because it is impossible
to get accurate information. They know that
thousands of Christians are starved and
tortured in North Korean prisons. But these
are not included in WW’s numbers.
Seven of the top 10 countries are
Muslim-dominated with 85 percent of
the deaths occurring in Nigeria, Syria and

Central African Republic. However, even
in less hostile places like Latin America,
Christians can get caught in the crossfire
between tribes, drug runners and renegade
soldiers.
One very disturbing development is the
decimation of Christian communities in
the countries where the U.S. has pursued
terrorists. Iraq had over a million who
claimed to be Christian before Saddam
Hussein was deposed. Over half have been
driven out of the country during the conflict
by radical elements who took advantage
of the chaos to behead leaders and bomb
churches.
After $2 trillion and 6,700 American
lives in the “war against terror,” Iraq and
Afghanistan are among the top five most
dangerous places to be a Christian. Egypt
and Syria have also moved up on the scale
of persecution since the U.S. involvement
in regime change. Muslim opportunists
were quick to use the disruption to the
advantage of Allah.
The “Arab Spring,” that promised to
bring greater freedom in Muslim countries
has been hijacked by Jihadists and turned
into a “Christian Nightmare.” Emboldened
by the success of Islam in purging
Christians, Hindus and Buddhists have
actually escalated attacks in countries like
See Die for Faith... page 12

They’re After Your Children!
By David W. Daniels
For children, sexual preference has
become a one-way street.
In the state of California, for example,
according to laws on the books at this very
moment, if children are sexually abused
and feel attracted to their own gender,
they may be counseled in favor of the
idea that they are homosexual, lesbian,
bisexual, transgender or something else.

However, if the
HOME
children do not
ALONE?
like that feeling
and want to get
rid of it, it is
illegal for professional therapists to say or
do anything to help them turn from those
urges and return to heterosexual feelings.
Even non-professionals are in danger of
being accused of discrimination and hate
See Children... page 7
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From Thomas Heinze:
THE

ANSWERS SERIES

Did Joseph Smith tell the
truth? Read the facts,
then you decide.
80 pages - $6.50
Item #126 - paperback

Many Catholics are
curious, and want straight
answers. This gentle book
is great for Catholic friends
or relatives.
64 pages - $5.95
Item #218 - paperback

Show JWs why we
cannot possibly earn our
salvation, but must trust
Jesus alone. They will
also see why Jesus IS
Jehovah!
128 pages - $7.95
Item #135 - paperback
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New Church…
From page 1
“We went there with not only Bibles,
New Testaments and Chick tracts, but
also with other items of need to help
the people. “We soon learned that, out
of all the literature we’ve given out,
the one which had the most impact was
the Chick tract because of the ‘comic
Picture of the now completed,
new
book’ style in which it’s written. People
church under construction
couldn’t get their eyes off the tracts even
in Dominican Republic
as they walked the quiet streets of thee
town,” writes Sanchez.
After a few visits, using Chick tractss
to saturate a number of the towns, “Wee
found the town ripe for further evange-lism and teaching of the Word of God..
So, after much thought and calcula-tions, in 2009 we started to build the
church the Lord had revealed to us,”
he continues.
Now that the church building is complete enough to be usable, they are
reaching out to a wider area with their saturation of the gospel: “At the beginning
the church members came directly as a result of our handing out of Chick tracts on
our previous missionary trips and during the construction of the church. Now they
even come from other churches looking
for the strictly Bible-based teachings of
our ministry.
“And that’s the reason we’ve adopted,
from the beginning, the Chick tracts,
because of their adherence to the written Word of God. We have two ways of
passing out tracts. First we “comb” the
entire town where the ministry is based
by going door to door. Then we do the
same with all the nearby towns and villages up to two hours drive away.”
p
b i trained
t i d to
t shepherd
h h d the
th growing
i
As the church is under completion,
leaders are being
congregation. Despair is so rampant
among the people that many commit suicide. Sanchez is currently
planning a saturation with the
tract, No Fear, to counter this evil.
This is just one of the many
projects made possible by the
Chick Missions Fund. See page
11 for how you can be involved
in supplying tracts for missionary
saturation programs like this.
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are now labeled
as “enemies of the
state.” You have
From page 4
become the enemy.
in any attempt to guide them to the truth. It’s that simple.
This didn’t happen overnight. For years
Why would anylaws in California and some other states one do this?
have been passed that allow LGBT advoMany people can
cates more and more access to your child: tell you from perSB 543 (2010) sonal experience
#2735
allows school that LGBT men and
$4.99
staff to remove women have tried
UNINVITED
128 pages
your 12+ year to recruit them into
eBook only
old child from their chosen perschool without verted lifestyles. This recruitment is necesyour consent, to be counseled in favor of sary because they cannot reproduce. They
homosexuality by LGBT counselors, under must inseminate, adopt, or recruit. And
the guise of “mental health counseling.”
they are seeing to it that laws are written to
ACR 82 (2010) makes schools into “dis- make your child ripe for the picking.
crimination-free zones” that will “counWhat can we do about it?
sel” anyone who speaks
The Devil wants to
or writes against LGBT
sweep as many people to
We must inoculate the
behavior.
a Christless eternity in the
children early, as well
SB 572 (2009) forces
lake
of fire as possible.
as youth and adults,
celebration of “Harvey
We must inoculate the
against the lies of
Milk Day” yearly, about
children early, as well as
the enemy.
May 22nd, teaching chilyouth and adults, against
dren to admire a homosexthe lies of the enemy. That
ual predator, who sexually abused males as means reading and teaching the Bible to
young as 16.
them (even the hard parts, like Sodom and
SB 777 (2007) requires teaching all Gomorrah and Romans 1).
children from kindergarten upward that
We may feel uncomfortable talking
gender is not determined at birth, but can about such things, but I promise you: there
be chosen later, based on feelings.
are plenty of LGBT people who are ready
How does this affect your child?
to impose their point of view, regardless
In California, from kindergarten through of what you do or say. Start teaching them
high school and into college, the law says now. It is a lot easier to inoculate someone
that your public school child must be from small pox, than to cure someone
systematically indoctrinated into believ- who has it.
ing that various forms of sexual perverWe have tracts that can help, like
sion are good, healthy expressions of Home Alone, Sin City and Uninvited. And
“who they are.”
we have the e-book Hot Topics, to give
This also means that anyone who lov- you more ammunition to fight this very
ingly warns them of the dangers of those powerful, well-financed enemy.
behaviors must be “bad.” So you, your pasWith the gospel of hope, we can offer
tor, Christian counselors or even medical rescue to those on the world’s path to
practitioners who dare to warn your child destruction. We can also warn the children
that these activi- before
they
ties are danger- start that path
HOME
SIN
ous, much less and prevent a
ALONE?
CITY
that God forbids lifetime of pain
such behavior, and sorrow.

Children...
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Christian Media Pushing Ecumenism
The pope’s PR mill is working overtime possession of truth) to the exclusion of all
to advance the unity theme. Christianity others (heretics).
Today has a recent article using a play-onThe thrust of the article is that the gospel
words to sell the word “catholic.” Just like is a universal gospel just like the church
the media of the world provides cover for is universal (catholic). Basically this is
unconstitutional government overreach, true of both the gospel and the church.
the Vatican has infiltrated some Christian However, when an organization promotes
media and transformed it
a gospel that differs from
into a propaganda mill for
the biblical gospel, it no
When an organization
ecumenism.
longer qualifies as a part
promotes a gospel that
The
basic
word
of the universal church.
differs from the biblical
“catholic” without the
So, the devil’s trap is
gospel, it no longer
capital “C” means the
to get us to ignore the
qualifies as a part of the
universal church. But
essence of the gospel and
universal church.
Rome has mastered the
assume that, just because
art of subtly morphing the meaning of they claim to promote the gospel, it is
words to her advantage. In order to bolster the right one. The sales pitch is that we
her claim to “Mother church,” she has should all get together in our efforts at
included the word, “Catholic,” into her “evangelization” (the pope’s term).
official name, laying claim to legitimacy.
The article places the ecumenical
The whole attempt is to cover and hide her mantra: “What unites us as Christians
unbiblical, pagan teachings and woo the must always be valued more highly than
sleeping Protestants back under her thumb. the things that distinguish us,” in bold,
And by co-opting this word, the RC cult
has positioned itself to be “orthodox” (in
See Media Ecumenism... page 14

Pope’s Unity...

the “Holy Land” and “Middle East,” as
he emphasized his subject of peace and
brotherhood “as children of one Father.”
From page 1
So, what is wrong with this picture?
First of all, the assumption was that
deliver to his particular god. Pope Francis they all worshipped the same god, since
invoked the “God of peace.”
all three are descendents of
Although Abbas used the name
Abraham in their three common
“God” in his prayer as translated
“monotheistic religions.” This,
to English, it is safe to assume
of course, has become almost
that he was directing his petition
a given in the world. President
to his god, Allah.
George W. Bush declared as
Peres quoted from the Psalms
much, after 9/11. Recent popes
and Proverbs with more emphasis
have all promoted the idea.
on speech than on prayer.
Many evangelicals have also
Peres and Abbas both centered
bought into the concept.
their attention on Jerusalem as
But can this be true? Not if
#120 - $2.25
vital to peace for Israel and the
you believe the Bible! How
32
pages
Palestinians. To Abbas, it was
can the pope’s wafer “Jesus,”
comic book
Islam’s “gate to heaven.”
Abbas’ tribal moon god, and
For Peres, “The Holy City of Jerusalem Peres’ two-thirds God (leaving out Jesus)
is the beating heart of the Jewish People.” all be “One?” I suppose, since none of
In his prayer/speech, the pope avoided
the subject altogether, mentioning only
See Pope’s Unity... page 14
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Immediately increase
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your Bible understanding!

#1007 - $.49
24 pages,
mini-book

Many classical English words are now seldom used.
Keep this thin little booklet in your King James Bible,
and when you find a word you don’t understand, quickly
look it up! God’s words bring more conviction when we
know clearly what they mean!
More Books by David W. Daniels:
Did The Catholic
Church Give Us
The Bible?
TRUE Bible history
contains some
surprises!
#1252 - $10.95
208 pages, paperback

Look What’s
Missing
See what publishers
are removing from
new Bibles
#1271 - $12.95
256 pages, paperback
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Missionary Pressured to ‘Unite as
One’ with Catholics
Ecumenism (unity) pressure is building cally about the Chick
on many parts of the mission field. This tract Last Rites or
email just came from a ministry in Latin Extremaunción. They
told our members to
America:
In a previous e-mail I’ve promised tell my wife and I that
to tell you about the tract, Last Rites we should discontinue
or Extremaunción, the handing out of
we’ve been hand- this tract because it
ing out. Two pastors offends many people
came to visit us at in the town. I rememour ministry’s church bered that I had just
#220 - $12.95
288 pages
and even though they seen, in early April,
paperback
tried to be subtle at the last shameful
first, they ended up attempt of the Vatican
asking us to unite to unite all religions, when I saw, online,
with them by put- Anglican bishop Tony Palmer speaking
ting aside (disregard- to a conglomerate of Evangelical pas#120 - $2.25
ing) our differences tors (headed by Kenneth Copeland) who
32 pages
comic book
shamefully welcomed the mesin “docsage of “unity” of Pope Frantrines” so that the entire town
cis and even prayed for and
could see that we are united
blessed him. Ouch! God have
as “one.”
mercy on me...
To make a long story short,
But what I want to get at,
after laying down some funis that I never thought that
damental truths of the Word
I would be dealing with this
of God, I told them that the
heresy so soon. The repercus“doctrines” are what separates
sions of this heresy are going
the true followers of Christ
farther than what we can imagfrom the Cults. Nevertheless,
ine. Now it’s all over the world.
to end on a friendly note we
3 - $6.50
$6 50
#153
96 pages
Therefore, as the Scripgave them some Bibles and
paperback
tures state, we’re certainly livNew Testaments which they
ing in the last days of this manwere needing.
made system, and because of that we must
do more each day to reach as many people
Don’t Offend Our Catholic Friends
as we can with the true Gospel of Jesus
However, now we are being criticized Christ. And there is no better way to do it
by all the pastors of the area where we than with a tract which presents the gospel
serve the Lord, saying that even though of Christ in a pleasant to read, yet biblical
they admit that our teachings are Biblical, manner. Thank God for Chick tracts!
I don’t mean to overwhelm you with
this time they cannot agree with us in the
handing out of “tracts” that offend “their my stories, but this is an example of what
was written in the front page of
Catholic friends”.
April’s Battle Cry.
Did you catch that? I
LAST
Note: Missionary’s name
couldn’t believe it when
RITES
and location withheld to miniI was given the message.
mize retaliation.
Their complaint is specifi-
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Many Christians want to provide
Chick tracts to missionaries.

We can help!
We maintain an account called:

The Chick Mission Fund
Although we are not legally structured
to give tax-deductible receipts, we
definitely know how to get literature
into missionaries’ hands. They often
write to us asking if anyone can help
them get Chick tracts.

Children in Uganda
with
Chick tracts.

100% of the funds you send to the Chick Mission Fund are
used to ship literature to missionaries.
We receive requests frequently from missionaries who need your help.
Just during recent months, shipments have been provided for:

Australia

Netherlands

Guatemala
Zambia
Nicaragua
Mexico (100,000)
Philippines
Chile

Dominician Republic
China

Argentina
a

Will you help?

New Guinea (60,000)

Brazil

Paraguay
Romania

Israel
Ivory Coast

Below: Gerald Sutek
,a
missionary to the Ph
ilippines,
with his group of stu
dents that
street witness and
go door to
door with Chick tra
cts provided
by the Mission Fund
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Die For Faith...
From page 4
India and Pakistan.
Bible believers, we are living in a blip
in history where religious freedom is the
norm. We take it for granted but in most
of the rest of the world it is just a dream.
From the time of the apostles to today’s
Boko Haram, a pounding on the door in
the middle of the night is not just a passing
nightmare, but a very real signal of torture
and death ahead.
Jesus spoke of working while it is day
for the night is coming. We see the shadows
gathering with the advance of the “Freedom
from Religion” movement purging every
possible posting of the ten commandments,
memorial crosses, and the legalizing of sin
and perversion.
With so many looking to government
instead of God for salvation, how shall
the righteous prosper? By fighting back,
snatching one soul at a time from Satan’s
grasp.
And how do you know who might be
open to the gospel? For generations, soul
winners have used the simplicity of gospel
tracts to sort them out. Those who “have
ears to hear” will respond; those who don’t,
will have no excuse at the day of judgment.
But if we don’t spread the Word, we will
also be without excuse when we come with
no harvest.

Evangelism...
From page 2
most of the neighbors would have received
the gospel. Those who did not immediately respond would have to live with the
memory of that message for the rest of
their lives.
Chick Publications gets many testimonies of people who read the tracts years
ago, rejected the message at the time, but
remembered the story and the Holy Spirit
was able to use that memory years later
when their hearts were more open to the
gospel.

42c

IL
CHICK MAAG
B
“You people are doing God’s work, KEEP
IT UP. Chick tracts are useful to everyone
I come in contact with. The people we see
in jails, schools and the retirement homes
are given a short lesson in truth every
time I pass out a tract. And it grabs their
attention and holds it.”
B.R., E-mail
“Alberto series book ‘covers’ attracted
my Catholic sister enough to make her
buy in order to prove me wrong about my
new found saving faith outside Catholism
and resulted in her salvation as well as
other family ... have used the series ever
since to reach and teach others ... PTL!”
Odessa, TX

Finding a Chick tract when I was about 10
years old brought me to Jesus.
C.M., E-mail
The whole comic book series (Crusader
Comic Series) is so awesome! I read them
in high school and always learned from
them.
J. W., Facebook
“About 30 years ago, I found This Was
Your Life in a University bathroom and
I got saved!! Now, I’m a “Trackster” for
Jesus.
C.T., NC

Join the conversation...
find “Chick Publications”
on Facebook
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Witness While
You Walk!
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NOW!
AVAILABLE
IN WHITE

Want a Mansion in Heaven?

Colors: Black, White & Rich
Purple
Black & White - Sizes:
$19.95 Medium
$19.95 Large
$19.95 X-Large
$22.95 XX-Large
$22.95 XXX - Large
Rich Purple - Sizes:
Women’s Cut
$19.95 Medium
$19.95 Large
$19.95 X-Large
$22.95 XX-Large

Please Don’t Go To Hell!

Color: Black & White
Sizes:
$19.95
$19.95
$19.95
$22.95
$22.95

Medium
Large
X-Large
XX-Large
XXX - Large

See in full color at:
www.chick.com/info/Tees
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Pope’s Unity...

Media Ecumenism...

From page 8

From page 8

these is the true,
biblical, Creator,
this leaves only one
alterative: the “god
of this world.”
Are not all these
confused leaders
described in Paul’s
second letter to the
Corinthians, 4:3-4:
“But if our gospel
be hid, it is hid to
#220 - $12.95
them that are lost:
288 pages
In whom the god
paperback
of this world hath
blinded the minds
of them which believe not…”?
How sad that these men of such worldly
power are looking for “peace” in all the
wrong places. Only the Prince of Peace
can deliver what they are looking for.
But, as detailed in previous issues of
Battle Cry, this pope is starting a very bold
play for unity, bringing all the religions
together under one False Prophet, cohort
of the Beast of Revelation 16.
Pope Francis is well aware of the need
to also unify the politics of the world into
a one-world government as part of the
package.
Basic to this goal is the development
of a one-world Bible. Author David W.
Daniels has described in detail how a plan
to “fix” the Bible began shortly after the
Reformation.
Having failed to stamp out the preserved
Words of God during the Inquisition, Satan
formed a strategy to begin discrediting
it and replacing it with new versions
increasingly acceptable to all religions:
eventually one world Bible for one world
religion.
The story of Why They Changed the
Bible is a shocking expose of Satan’s
highly successful ploy to flood the world
with polluted Bible versions paving the
way for the Beast and his False Prophet.
The book is available from Chick
Publications in both text and ebook form.

stand-out headings. But by concentrating
only on what unites us, we can miss
the unbiblical beliefs that distinguish us
from the cults. Just “naming the name of
Christ,” does not mean that we all have the
same “Christ.” Paul warned about another
Jesus, another gospel (See 2 Cor. 11:4 and
Gal. 1:6).
Here is the heart of it: The gospel
is to trust the biblical Jesus, alone, for
salvation, not to trust a “wafer Jesus” who
requires the addition of a lot of rituals,
sacraments, saints, priests, the Virgin Mary
goddess, and Mother “church.” Romanism
has another gospel because it has another
Jesus and requires trust in the church for
salvation. Rome’s subtle deception is that
they claim to preach the same Jesus as
Bible believers.
We must be sure it is the biblical Jesus
we are worshipping and preaching. We
must be sure we have the true gospel
when we attempt to evangelize. When we
join forces with another “church” to share
the gospel, we must be sure we both have
the same gospel. Otherwise we can be
unequally yoked together with unbelievers
if their trust, faith, belief is not in the
Biblical Jesus Christ.
Christianity Today is promoting
the idea of cooperating with others by
focusing only on things that unite us,
ignoring the differences as if they do
not matter. This may be okay in things
like opposing abortion or attacks on our
religious freedoms. However, we must
draw the line when it comes to cooperating
with someone who is promoting another
gospel or another Jesus. Cooperating in
the things we agree on has become a foot
in the door to sell us their false gospel and
pagan Jesus.
The Jesuit pope is pushing hard for
one world religion but he needs a one
world Bible. David W. Daniels’ new book,
Why They Changed the Bible, clearly
shows how the modern versions fit his
agenda. Time is late. We need to get busy
in the harvest.
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J ACK C HICK ...

Dear Ones in Christ:
Last week my wife handed me a letter from the Superior Court to appear
for jury duty. It appeared very intimidating. But now that I’m 90 with a few
health problems, I just might miss having to go.
But one day all of us will get a summons from God to appear before
Him in judgment. And we won’t be able to get out of it, because the Lord
will send an angel to bring us. A court room can be very scary. When the
judge comes in, everyone stands in respect. But imagine how each of us
will feel at the Judgment Seat of Christ, when we face the Lord! It makes
me shudder. Every bad thing we did as believers will be played back. And
things we thought would be acceptable will be burned up. God’s word says
in 1 Peter 4:18, “And if the righteous scarcely be saved, where shall the
ungodly and the sinner appear?”
So many living today haven’t the slightest thought of judgment after
death. Who will warn them? When we Christians stand before the Lord, all
the wood, hay and stubble of what we thought were good works for God
will be burnt up (1 Corinthians 3:11-15). Think of all the times we didn’t
show a lost soul that we cared, by giving him or her a gospel tract. That will
be burned up, too. But we can remedy all that, starting today.
We are involved in the most important job on earth: to win souls. By
giving the message of salvation in a tract that they can carry with them
and read on their own, you may open the doors of salvation to someone
you haven’t even the time to talk to. And those works won’t get burned up.
Think about it, Beloved.

Your brother in Christ,
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